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side seeming arms of the loving earth that fain would embrace it,
and the river a wanton nymph which still would slip from it; either
side of the bank being fringed with most beautiful trees, which re-
sisted the sun's darts from overmuch piercing the natuial coldness of
the river. There was among the rest a goodly cypiess, who, bowing
her fair head over the water, it seemed she looked into it, and dressed
her green locks by that running river.1
Sidney's direct loans from the Amadis include such suggestions Indebted-
for episodes as that of a young man falling in love with the picture ness to
of a lady and entering her service disguised as a woman ; of a $Pan*sh
king and queen falling in lovre with him, like Basilms and Gynecia; 1omanc
the affairs of Phalantis and Artesia and of Pamphilus and Dido.2
Sidney borrowed from the Amadis even such an impoitant name
as Cleophila, that of the Amazon, in the old Arcadia^ altered to
Zelmane in the new.   Beginning as a pastoial, the Arcadia speedily
changes into a romance of the Spanish type.   But it levies just as
freely from Heliodorus and Achilles Tatius , and, outweighing all
his numerous obligations on the score of borrowed incidents and
motives, devices, such as oracles fulfilled, and inextricable dilemmas
solved by sudden disclosures, there is Sidney's supreme debt to
Heliodorus for his vast and complicated structural scheme.3
A Arcadia^ p   178
2	The details of Sidney's indebtedness aie regularly scheduled  by W    V
Moody (Inquiry tnto the Sources of Sidney's Arcadia, cited by Wolff) and S   L. Wolff
(Greek Romances in Elizabethan Prose Fiction, c. i)   Dr Wolff writes   "Its mateual
—mottf, situation, incident, episode—comes chiefly fiom the * Amadis' and the
Greek Romances ;  the material it gets from the former being fitted into the
Aame of the latter.    For its actuating force is the will of the gods, working
itself out partly thiough the agency of Pot tune, partly through the agency of
human   personality—'Vntue'    And  this  dominant force   shapes  the frame
of the stoiy into the monumental form which  Heliodorus applied to prose
romance'' (p. 3^8).
3	A   J. Tieje, in "The Expressed aim of the long prose fiction" (Jownal
of Germanic and English Philology, xl,  1912,  p.  411),  says    "It is inexact ioi
Baker to write in the preface to his edition (1907) of Sidney's Arcadia    'The
pastoral novel and the Amadis cycle of romances were the two  direct pro-
genitors  of Sidney's Arcadia^  in   which  the  spirit of knightly heroism, and
the idyllic atmosphere ot a  sentimental   Utopia die blended  in fairly equal
parts,' and for Raleigh to speak of the tiue love of the chivalric lomances
degenerating   to   gallantry   in   the   lomances of the   seventeenth century     For
in the Amadisian  and the Palmerin cycles iclgns a care-free licentiousness/*
I have no wish to endorse Raleigh's remark without careful qualification, but
I cannot see the inexactness in my own statement.    Peihaps Dr Tieje is a
little too much obsessed with the puritanical view, and thinks that knightly
ideals of heroism and honour cannot be piesented in a book that also presents
examples of frailty and licence in sexual affairs.    But, to take only one instance,

